*This show broadcasts every Tuesday at 9AM PST.

About The Host

Dr. Raymond Hamden was born in the United States of America. He has practiced psychology in Washington, D.C. since 1979 and the United Arab Emirates since 1990. His diverse International services are in Clinical, Forensic, Educational, Organizational, and cross-cultural consultation.
By invitation, he has presented before the US Senate and wrote for the US House of Representatives on
topics of forensic and political psychology. He has presented at professional conferences worldwide as keynote
address, workshop and seminar facilitator.
In October 2008, Dr. Hamden was appointed by Dubai Health Authority (DHA) as Chair, Psychology
SME Panel to facilitate the creation and implementation of Psychology Laws of Practice, Code of Ethical Principles, and Scope of Practice for Psychology. In March 2007, he was selected to service on the Plenary committee
and workshop for the European Space Agency (ESA) and consult on the clinical elements of human Psychology
of Space Travel.
Dr. Hamden is Chair, American Board of Psychological Specialties. A Life Member of several professional organizations, most recently elected to membership in the America Academy of Forensic Sciences.
Dr. Hamden has appeared as an expert in international media.

About The Show

In The Psychologist’s Chair ® with Dr. Raymond Hamden is registered by the United States Patent and
Trademark Ofﬁce (USPTO).
Some programs will feature Psychological Interview with Global guests from politics and diplomacy,
sports, entertainment, media, and the ﬁne arts. Everyone will share their personal life experiences; revealing the
human depth of understanding their purpose.
Some programs will discuss the concerns of everyday living. Dr. Hamden will communicate the deeper
understanding of a signiﬁcant situation to offer possible assessment, diagnosis, and planning for a solution. We
will bring you an Update of latest Applications in Psychology.
Everyone can participate! Join Dr. Hamden In The Psychologist’s Chair ® every Tuesday at 9 AM Paciﬁc
Time on the Voice America Variety Channel.
Executive Producer: Frank Interdonato | 602.826.3633 | Frank.Interdonato@VoiceAmerica.com

